The newest version of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite series (GOES-16 and GOES-17) includes a near infrared band that allows for the calculation of normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) at a 1 km at nadir spatial resolution every five minutes throughout the continental United States and every ten minutes for much of the western hemisphere. The usefulness of individual NDVI observations is limited due to the noise that remains even after cloud masks and data quality flags are applied, as much of this noise is negatively biased due to scattering within the atmosphere. Fortunately, high temporal resolution NDVI allows for the identification of consistent diurnal patterns. Here, we present a novel statistical model that utilizes this pattern, by fitting double exponential curves to the diurnal NDVI data, to provide a daily estimate of NDVI over forests that is less sensitive to noise by accounting for both random observation errors and atmospheric scattering biases. We fit this statistical model to 350 days of observations for fifteen deciduous broadleaf sites in the United States and compared the method to several simpler potential methods. Of the days 60% had more than ten observations and were able to be modeled via our methodology. Of the modeled days 72% produced daily NDVI estimates with <0.1 wide 95% confidence intervals. Of the modeled days 13% were able to provide a confident NDVI value even if there were less than five observations between 10:00-14:00. This methodology provides estimates for daily midday NDVI values with robust uncertainty estimates, even in the face of biased errors and missing midday observations.
Introduction
The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) has become one of the most extensively used indices in remote sensing of vegetation. NDVI is used in a variety of observations including that of phenological change [1], land cover classification [2] , land cover change [3] , vegetation cover degradation [4] , canopy structure and chemical content [5] , leaf area index [6] , frost damage [7] , disturbances from hurricanes [8] , environmental change [9] , bird species richness [10] , and fire damage [11] . Currently, most satellite-based NDVI observations are on sun-synchronous platforms that pass over locations around once per day (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, i.e., MODIS, Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite, i.e., VIIRS), every ten days (Sentinel 2), or every sixteen days (Landsat) with varying sun angles. The number of measurements per day of a location varies with the equatorial region having fewer observations. The sensor view angle can drastically affect NDVI with extreme off-nadir sensor view angles having erroneously high NDVI values [12] . Additionally, clouds and other atmosphere interference, such as aerosols, will affect NDVI values. These limit the number of reliable observations that sun-synchronous satellites are able to make, which is already limited Figure 1 . Locations for the selected sites. Map created using the ggmap package [19] in R [20] . Table 1 . Characteristics of the chosen deciduous broadleaf sites. Climate data are from WorldClim [21] and elevation data are from the PhenoCam Network [22] . Sites are ordered based off of the number of days that had >10 observations within the year. 
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Data Preparation
All GOES-16 NIR (channel 3) and red (channel 2) advanced baseline imager (ABI) L1b radiance data was requested from NOAA's Comprehensive Large Array-data Stewardship System (www.class. noaa.gov) at the continental United States scan sector with an ABI mode of M3 [15] for the time period of 1 July 2017 through 30 June 2018, which included a gap in the data from 30 November 2017 to 13 December 2017 due to relocation of the satellite to its final orbit. The ABI L2+ clear sky mask (ACM) was downloaded for the same temporal and spatial coverage. Subsets were taken for the pixels corresponding to the chosen site locations. Using the Suncalc package [23] in R [20] , observations that were before sunrise and after sunset were removed due to the presence of excessive noise. Information for how to locate latitude and longitude values in the ABI grid can be found in the product user guide (PUG_L1b-vol3 pg 28) and converting the ABI grid index values to the index values in the data products can be found in the same guide on pg 15.
Radiances were converted to reflectance factors using information in the GOES R Product Definition and Users' Guide (PUG; pp [27] [28] . In summary, radiances were converted to reflectance factors by multiplying by the kappa factor, which is provided in each data netcdf file and differs between channels and different satellite orbits (i.e., pre and post operational orbits). Terminology used in this paper (e.g., radiance and reflectance factor) was based off those used in the GOES PUG for before and after this conversion. Since the GOES channel 2 has a finer spatial resolution (500 m), the four red reflectance factors that fall within the NIR pixel were averaged together to allow for a calculation of NDVI for the approximately 1 km pixel. NDVI was calculated as:
where ρ NIR and ρ red refer to the reflectance factor at the NIR band and red bands, respectively. NDVI values were kept after applying provided data quality flags and the GOES clear sky mask, as well as the data quality flags on the clear sky mask (i.e., an observation was kept if it had high data qualities for both of the original radiance values and a high-quality clear sky value).
Model Description
This model is fit using a Bayesian framework. In summary, the model (1) assumes that without noise, the "true" NDVI values fall along a diurnal pattern of increasing in the morning and decreasing in the afternoon ( Figure 2) ; and (2) includes an error model that accounts for the negative bias in the noise due to atmospheric attenuation (e.g., from clouds and aerosols) by calculating the probability that each observation is clear or cloudy and the amount that the atmosphere transmits if it is "cloudy". This methodology is provided in an R package at https://github.com/k-wheeler/NEFI_pheno/tree/master/ GOESDiurnalNDVI with the goal that it can be used with limited knowledge of Bayesian statistics. A more complete description of the model is given in the following three subsections.
Fitting the Diurnal Curve
The general framework of this model is to fit a double exponential function, with a changepoint between the increasing and decreasing sections, to diurnal NDVI data ( Figure 2 ). The exponential function was chosen as a process model due to the general characteristic of the data [24] (Supplementary Figure S1 ), because exponential fits performed better than a logistic model, and also based off of looking at thousands of diurnal time-series at deciduous broadleaf sites (e.g., Figure 2 ). Based on the data, the left and right sides of the diurnal cycle, µL i and µR i respectively, are calculated using the equations below:
The expected value (f i ) is then calculated by:
model to converge for more days and appears to be valid for most of the days for the selected sites. However, the symmetry assumption is likely less for pixels that have highly variable terrain and in such cases separate a parameters should be fit. The parameter a controls the rate at which NDVI values increase in the early morning and decrease in the evening. The parameters a, k, and c are fit for the entire day for each GOES pixel. Graphical representations of the parameters are provided in Figure 2 .
ti denotes the time (in hours) of the i observation. The parameter k indicates the time (in hours) where the model changes from fitting an exponential growth model to fitting an exponential decay model. This time denotes when the modeled NDVI value is at a maximum for the day. This modeled maximum midday NDVI value is represented by the parameter c (note this is the maximum of the model, which due to noise may not be the maximum observation). Based on observed patterns the diurnal cycle is assumed to be symmetric, which allows for the fitting of a curve even if NDVI values are missing in the early morning or late afternoon. Thus, the shape parameter, a, is the same for both the exponential growth and exponential decay sides. This assumption of symmetry allows for the model to converge for more days and appears to be valid for most of the days for the selected sites. However, the symmetry assumption is likely less for pixels that have highly variable terrain and in such cases separate a parameters should be fit. The parameter a controls the rate at which NDVI values increase in the early morning and decrease in the evening. The parameters a, k, and c are fit for the entire day for each GOES pixel. Graphical representations of the parameters are provided in Figure 2 . Since we fit this model in a Bayesian context all model parameters required prior distributions, which were relatively uninformed and estimated from simulated potential curves. The parameter a was assumed to have a zero truncated normal prior distribution with a mean of 0.0009 and precision (1/σ 2 ) of 1.11 × 10 7 (σ ~0.003) based on possible values for the time and NDVI observations. The prior on c, beta (2,1.5), was chosen because NDVI values will theoretically be between 0 and 1 for snowless vegetation, which is a characteristic of beta distributions. The parameter k was assumed to have a normal prior with a mean of 12 (noon) and a standard deviation of 1. The mean and precision were selected to allow for two standard deviations on either side to include the middle four hours of the day that are often used in window averaging.
Accounting for Error Due to Atmospheric Scattering
GOES NDVI data are still affected by atmospheric scattering even after the cloud mask is applied. To account for this, for each observation we model the probability that it was affected by atmospheric scattering. For each observation, the variable isCloudy follows a Bernoulli distribution describing the probability (p) of whether a cloud (or other atmospheric interference) is present or not. We set the prior on p to be uninformative and uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Next, Since we fit this model in a Bayesian context all model parameters required prior distributions, which were relatively uninformed and estimated from simulated potential curves. The parameter a was assumed to have a zero truncated normal prior distribution with a mean of 0.0009 and precision (1/σ 2 ) of 1.11 × 10 7 (σ~0.003) based on possible values for the time and NDVI observations. The prior on c, beta (2,1.5), was chosen because NDVI values will theoretically be between 0 and 1 for snowless vegetation, which is a characteristic of beta distributions. The parameter k was assumed to have a normal prior with a mean of 12 (noon) and a standard deviation of 1. The mean and precision were selected to allow for two standard deviations on either side to include the middle four hours of the day that are often used in window averaging.
GOES NDVI data are still affected by atmospheric scattering even after the cloud mask is applied. To account for this, for each observation we model the probability that it was affected by atmospheric scattering. For each observation, the variable isCloudy follows a Bernoulli distribution describing the probability (p) of whether a cloud (or other atmospheric interference) is present or not. We set the prior on p to be uninformative and uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Next, conditional on isCloudy, we assume that the true NDVI observation is attenuated by an atmospheric transmissivity (T) that is distributed with a beta distribution, T~beta (α, β), which is bounded by 0 and 1, but not uniform throughout its range. The α and β terms in the transmissivity beta distribution are given uninformative priors of both being uniformly distributed between 1 and 100. Each observation during the day receives specific isCloudy and transmissivity values.
Combining these parts, the expected mean NDVI, µ i , of an observation is calculated as a weighted average between cloudy and non-cloudy states:
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The observed NDVI is then modeled with Gaussian observation error, NDVI i~n ormal (µ t , σ 2 ), where the variance, σ 2 , is assigned an uninformative inverse-gamma (0.001, 0.00001) prior.
Fitting Overall Model
The overall model (i.e., the model including the components described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2) was fit using standard Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approaches using JAGS called from R [20] using the rjags [25] and runjags [26] packages for all days with >10 observations. The analysis was run independently for each site and day using five chains. All models converged, as assessed using the Gelman-Brooks-Rubin statistic (GBR < 1.05), and all effective samples sizes >5000 after burn-in were removed. Model credible intervals (95%) were calculated using 10,000 random samples from the joint posterior distribution. The curve shape parameters (a, c, and k), and the statistical parameters p, α, and β each have one posterior distribution per pixel per day (Figure 2 ). In contrast, the posterior distributions for T and isCloudy differ for each observation. Thus, each day's α and β distributions denote one beta distribution, which represents the distribution of the T values of the different t i throughout that day. Likewise, the distribution describing the probability of clouds is the same for each observation of the day, but the 0/1 state of whether a cloud is assumed to be obstructing a specific observation is different between observations. In addition to validating against GOES data, this method was also validated against simulated pseudo-data, which is shown in the supplementary materials Figure S2 .
To understand the applicability of the presented diurnal fit method, we investigated which proportion of days fell into different categories based off of the overall noisiness of the data and the uncertainty of the midday maximum estimate. The noisiness of the data was assessed using the width of the 0.025 to 0.975 quantiles range of the data within the four-hour midday window (widths <0.1 NDVI were considered low noise). Days with <5 points within the four-hour midday window were designated as having no midday window. Days that had <0.1 wide 95% CI in the diurnal fit estimated midday maximum values were designated as having low uncertainty. In summary, the six categories were low noise and tight fit, high noise and tight fit, no window and tight fit, low noise and wide fit, high noise and wide fit, and no window and wide fit.
Comparison to Other Potential Methods
The diurnal fit model was used to estimate NDVI values throughout the year (1 July 2017 through 30 June 2018) for the fifteen deciduous broadleaf sites provided in Table 1 . To compare the diurnal fit method to other simpler potential methods, midday values were also estimated based on other methods: (a) taking the noon measurement (starting at 11:57), (b) using the maximum NDVI measurement for each day, and (c) taking an average over the four midday hours (10:00−14:00) for days with at least five observations. 95% confidence intervals (CI) were also computed for the midday average method. Looking at only the noon observations was chosen because NDVI was expected to peak midday and it provided the simplest methodology. The maximum NDVI measurement was chosen to mimic the MVC technique and the midday hour window average was based on [16] .
Results
Example Fits
In total for all sites, 3162 diurnal fits converged (>99.95% of site days with >10 observations;~60% of all days; Figure 3 ). The diurnal fit method produced estimates of the midday maximum NDVI value with <0.1 uncertainty for 72% of the fit days (Figure 4) . Of the days with wide fits, instances of where mid-day values had low noise or high noise were relatively rare (2% and 5% of the total, respectively). Days with less than five observations within the midday window caused most of the wide fits (19% of the total), but 13% of the days were missing the midday window, but still had tight fits. Based on comparisons to nearby days, the CI's on the wide fits predominantly included reasonable estimates of Figure 4A ,E,F), but there were occasionally days that were not within the expected seasonal magnitude (Figure 3) . Overall, the diurnal fit method captured the seasonal cycle of NDVI changes (Figure 3) . Additional examples from each category are provided in Figures  S3-S8 . The percentages of each category did not appear to systematically differ between sites and the exact numbers for each category for each site are given in Table S1 . Figure 5 illustrates how midday NDVI estimates varied between the different potential methods for one example day. Figure 6 illustrates how midday NDVI estimates produced by the method proposed here compares to the other potential methods throughout a year. The diurnal fit method was able to fit to 1134 more days (76 additional days on average per site) than the window average method within the studied year. The diurnal fit method was less noisy than the other methods ( Figure  6B ,C). The maximum value method often produced values that were higher than those estimated from the other methods ( Figures 5 and 6C ) and the window average method often produced values that were lower than the other methods ( Figures 5 and 6C ). Overall the above methodology provides less biased estimates for a daily NDVI value along with an explicit estimate of uncertainty. Figure 5 illustrates how midday NDVI estimates varied between the different potential methods for one example day. Figure 6 illustrates how midday NDVI estimates produced by the method proposed here compares to the other potential methods throughout a year. The diurnal fit method was able to fit to 1134 more days (76 additional days on average per site) than the window average method within the studied year. The diurnal fit method was less noisy than the other methods ( Figure 6B,C) . The maximum value method often produced values that were higher than those estimated from the other methods (Figures 5 and 6C ) and the window average method often produced values that were lower than the other methods ( Figures 5 and 6C ). Overall the above methodology provides less biased estimates for a daily NDVI value along with an explicit estimate of uncertainty. Figure 5 illustrates how midday NDVI estimates varied between the different potential methods for one example day. Figure 6 illustrates how midday NDVI estimates produced by the method proposed here compares to the other potential methods throughout a year. The diurnal fit method was able to fit to 1134 more days (76 additional days on average per site) than the window average method within the studied year. The diurnal fit method was less noisy than the other methods ( Figure  6B,C) . The maximum value method often produced values that were higher than those estimated from the other methods ( Figures 5 and 6C ) and the window average method often produced values that were lower than the other methods ( Figures 5 and 6C ). Overall the above methodology provides less biased estimates for a daily NDVI value along with an explicit estimate of uncertainty. The blue background shading indicates the 95% CI on the window average. The 95% CI on the diurnal fit estimate (red shading) is barely visible. Two potential noon measurements (11:57 and 12:02) are given to show the sensitivity to noise this method has. The diurnal fit method is less sensitive to noise and biases than the other potential methods of maximum, noon value, and midday window average. 
Comparison to Other Methods
Discussion
Many of the uses of NDVI, such as sensing phenological transitions and detecting disturbances, often change over shorter time scales than sun-synchronous NDVI products are capable of measuring. With the ability to measure NDVI at five-minute intervals throughout the continental United States and ten-minute intervals throughout most of the western hemisphere, the newest versions of the GOES series (GOES-16 and GOES-17) have the high potential to provide more detailed measurements. Since the studied year was the first year of GOES-16 measurements, and included a gap in data due to the satellite being offline as it was moved to its final orbiting position, subsequent years will likely have more days that the diurnal fit method can be applied to. The high frequency of this data is particularly useful for applications requiring near real-time data, such as vegetation phenological forecasting. Even when daily NDVI estimates are not required for application at coarser 
Many of the uses of NDVI, such as sensing phenological transitions and detecting disturbances, often change over shorter time scales than sun-synchronous NDVI products are capable of measuring. With the ability to measure NDVI at five-minute intervals throughout the continental United States and ten-minute intervals throughout most of the western hemisphere, the newest versions of the GOES series (GOES-16 and GOES-17) have the high potential to provide more detailed measurements. Since the studied year was the first year of GOES-16 measurements, and included a gap in data due to the satellite being offline as it was moved to its final orbiting position, subsequent years will likely have more days that the diurnal fit method can be applied to. The high frequency of this data is particularly useful for applications requiring near real-time data, such as vegetation phenological forecasting. Even when daily NDVI estimates are not required for application at coarser timescales (e.g., seasonal), the high-frequency measurements provide the capacity to better account for clouds and some amounts of atmospheric scattering.
While fitting this model daily can be more computationally expensive than the simpler methods, we demonstrated that many other methods can be systematically biased due to atmospheric scattering and observational error. Overall, our approach was less sensitive to the accuracy of cloud and atmospheric interference masks than other previously used methods. The diurnal fit method provides less noisy daily NDVI estimates than those produced by methods that rely on only one measurement (i.e., the noon or maximum values). The maximum value method tends to produce an estimate that is too high (Figures 5 and 6C ) because observational error can be present above the more consistent midday estimate-given the high data volumes present in GOES, the maximum value method is essentially selecting for outliers ( Figure 4B ). There is also a potential error in NDVI calculations from other techniques that rely on MVC to exclude values that were lowered due to atmospheric scattering. While the maximum value method usually produces higher-biased NDVI estimates, noisy days with a low number of observations can also produce abnormally low NDVI estimates (evaluated by comparison to other midday NDVI values of nearby days; Figure 6C ). The diurnal fit method instead acknowledges the high uncertainty in the estimates of those days.
Compared to the noon observation and the maximum observation methods, the midday four-hour window average has the benefit of providing a measure of uncertainty. However, because of atmospheric attenuation (e.g., clouds and scattering), more noise is present below the expected NDVI values than above them. By averaging over this window without taking into consideration this unequal distribution of error, this estimate is usually biased too low (Figures 5 and 6C ) and the uncertainties are underestimated. Additionally, because the diurnal fit method does not have to predesignate a window timespan, it allows for the estimation of NDVI for more days than the window average method does (76 days/year in our test example) as long as enough measurements are available before and/or after the plateau. The noon observation and window averaging methods are much more sensitive to the accuracy of the cloud mask.
We did not see large differences in algorithm performance across the different studied deciduous broadleaf sites (Table S1 ) suggesting that the methodology here is applicable to other forests. We only focused on deciduous broadleaf sites, which all had similar characteristic shape to the diurnal curve. Sites with sparse vegetation (e.g., shrubland systems) appeared to not as consistently have the same diurnal shape ( Figure S9 ). This could potentially be due to the low leaf area index (LAI) in shrublands contributing to a higher influence from the background soil, which has been found to decrease the midday NDVI values [27] and is shown in supplementary Figure S9 . Campbell et al. [27] found, however, that this decrease in midday NDVI values did not occur for areas with higher LAI values. NDVI values at shrubland sites appear to be less noisy due to having characteristically less clouds and precipitation and a more comprehensive statistical framework, like the one presented here, might not be as necessary, though further work needs to be done on this. While there were no noticeable differences between the types of categories of fit between different sites, there were differences in the number of days that had observations between the sites. The sites with the lowest numbers of days with observations (i.e., Hubbard Brook, Willow Creek, and Bartlett) all had decreased observations in the winter, which is likely due to snow. Snow causing noisiness in the data is common in remotely sensed NDVI data (e.g., [28] ) and applying the GOES data quality flags filtered out some of these winter observations.
An alternative method for dealing with differing sun angle geometry is the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) scheme, which interpolates nadir-equivalent band reflectance values for the pixels that have large sun angles. This calculation can be quite complicated, however, and sensor specific. Additionally, BRDF is highly dependent on an accurate cloud mask and methodology for filtering out other atmospheric scattering and noise [12] . By not using a BRDF correction scheme, our method maintains the diurnal shape that allows for a better quantification of noise throughout the day. Even though there is not yet a BRDF product for GOES that would allow us to make a direct comparison, there are reasons to believe the diurnal fit methodology should be less sensitive to the cloud mask, and handle some atmospheric scattering better than the BRDF method, since it not only accounts for diurnal variation but also for noise. When BRDF was used for NDVI calculations from the SEVIRI sensor [17] , the atmospheric correction was complicated and relied on knowledge of a variety of atmospheric traits, including water vapor, ozone content, and aerosol optical depth, all of which relied on a daily MODIS atmospheric product. The methodology presented here does not apply one atmospheric scattering value per day, but instead applies a probabilistic approach to model how individual observations are potentially affected by atmospheric interferences (e.g., clouds and aerosols), thus allowing it to capture sub daily variability in atmospheric conditions (Figures 2, 3 and 5) . BRDF, however, is still useful for correcting for solar angle differences between days of the year and different locations.
Since the satellites were still new at the time of this study, techniques were not finalized to fully correct for atmospheric scattering and only uncorrected reflectance factors were available for this analysis. The goal of this manuscript was to present a statistical model to evaluate the best estimate of NDVI for the given diurnal data. This paper presented a statistical framework that should still hold even if the magnitudes of NDVI were slightly shifted due to inherent baseline scattering/radiation within the atmosphere. For example if daily atmospheric corrections applied (e.g., [17] ), sub-daily biased noise will still remain, which the methodology presented here will account for. Currently, uses of NDVI that rely on an accurate estimate of surface NDVI need to wait for further work into correcting for baseline atmospheric scattering. The diurnal fit model presented here will still stand as a less-biased statistical estimate of the midday maximum NDVI value based off of the available reflectance data. Applications, such as the monitoring of phenological change, that do not rely on previous calibrations to NDVI will still benefit from this work and do not require exact NDVI measurements.
Finally, the Bayesian methodology used here is more computationally expensive than current alternatives and at the moment is most realistic to implement at smaller scales. Additional work needs to go into investigating how to scale up this algorithm, for example by potentially leveraging the spatial and temporal autocorrelation in model parameters. It might also be possible to increase computational efficiency by leveraging more efficient sequential Bayesian methods or emulator approaches [29] . Additionally, future work could look into combining BRDF and the methodology presented here. That said, until a BRDF scheme is created for this specific sensor, the methodology presented here is both more accurate (less biased) and more precise (lower noise) than other potential methods, and provides explicit error estimates on all parameters.
Conclusions
Here, we presented a statistical framework to determine a daily midday estimate of NDVI over deciduous broadleaf forests that is less susceptible to biased noise and less sensitive to the accuracy of cloud masks than many simpler methods (i.e., maximum value, noon observation, and average over midday observations). The performance of the presented diurnal fit method performed consistently across sites, indicating that the method is applicable at other deciduous broadleaf sites. The advanced baseline imager on GOES-16 and GOES-17 provides the ability to monitor NDVI at high temporal resolutions, which will improve the ability to monitor a variety of ecosystem processes. 
